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  CIO Review Selects MolQ Entertainment to Top 10 Media & Entertainment Solution 

                Provider List For 2020  
 

June 23, 2020 

 

New York, NY:   The annual Media & Entertainment issue of CIO Review, the leading technology and 

innovation magazine in the Silicon Valley, officially announced their 10 Most Promising Media & Entertainment 

companies in the June 2020 special edition.   

 

Global streaming media company MolQ Entertainment was named one of CIO Review’s top 2020 Media & 

Entertainment Solution Providers.  MolQ Entertainment is revolutionizing online streaming media experiences 

and CEO, E.J. Klein, is one of the very few visionary leaders who predicted the renaissance that online 

streaming would bring to the media industry in the near future.   

 

Ms. Klein set off four years ago, on a mission to conquer the online media streaming space with breakthrough 

technology and founded MolQ Entertainment, Inc. a US-based technology and entertainment company which 

has continued to attract a talented and expert team to execute her vision. 

 

“We are bringing new impactful content to our subscribers,” says Ms. Klein, CEO and Founder of MolQ 

Entertainment.  “Unlike other online streaming platforms, we aim to bring a wide variety of independent films, 

original movies, documentaries, original series, and TV networks which are state of the art in terms of the 

narrative, cinematography, performances, content and experiences that our research has affirmed subscribers 

globally would love to watch.”  

 

The company combines the best of the Netflix content model (without the cash burn of expensive content) and 

the TV networks model all in one streaming app platform, so viewers have more choice to watch quality new 

content than ever before. 

 

“At the core, MolQ Entertainment envisions delivering experiences, not just content,” says Mandy Ward, MolQ 

Entertainment’s new Chief Content Officer.  Ms. Ward is the co-founder of New York City’s “First Time Fest” 

Film Festival and Producer of award winning films launched currently across streaming. 

 

MolQ Entertainment is a licensee member of the RDK Software Community, the joint venture of global cable 

operators including Liberty Global. The technology software solution has helped MolQ Entertainment establish 

long-term distribution agreements on global interactive TV platforms in the EU and US reaching 70 million 

potential subscribers.  

 

MolQ Entertainment has chosen Verizon Digital Media as their Content Delivery Network (CDN) provider to 

stream MolQ Films content to their global audience.  MolQ Films will launch in the EU in 4Q 2020 and in the 

U.S. in 3Q 2021. 

 

As the global streaming marketplace is expected to grow from $36 billion to $345 billion in the next five years, 

Ms. Klein—one of only a few female CEOs running a global streaming entertainment company—is leading 

MolQ Entertainment to tap content opportunities and redefine online entertainment.  
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About MolQ Entertainment: 

A US-based entertainment and technology company offering a global streaming subscription app platform  and 

delivering independent films, movies, documentaries, TV Networks with e-commerce capabilities to global 

subscription customers. 
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